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Abstract

This study considers the correlation between model pose and clothes in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion

photos as well as expression characteristics. The conclusions of the study are as follows. The type of model

pose in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos can be categorized into five types: maximized type of upper and

lower body part, minimized type of upper and lower body part, maximized type of upper body and minimized

type of lower body part, minimized type of upper body and maximized type of lower body part, basic type of

upper and lower body part. In case of having examined the correlation between body movement and costume,

the clothes in the model pose included in the maximization of the body were formed mainstream by silhouette,

which was formed by decorative elements or full drapery. In the model poses included in the reduction of the

body, the costume tended to expose many parts of the body to provide a simple or structural silhouette form.

The costume was expressed in colorful form and poses assumed without body movements. The expression

characteristics of the model poses in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos were sensuality, dynamicity, and

simplicity. First, sensuality was expressed as feminine sensuality accompanying an erotic mood by naturally

emphasizing a woman's breast or leg by reducing the body. Second, dynamicity provided a vividness to the

image as if directly living and moving by highlighting the rhythmic aspect of the body. Simplicity aroused the

effect of paying attention to clothes or other incidental elements rather than the image expressed by the body

of a model by excluding body movement.

Key words: Fashion photographs, Photographer ‘Patrick Demarchelier’, Types of model pose, Charac-

 teristics of expressions

I. Introduction

Fashion is a tool used to effectively express on in-

dividual identity and a symbolic mark that reflects the

social, economic and cultural trends in an era. More-

over, environment of fashion created by a human be-

ing's social activities in modern society. Since the de-

velopment of the camera, a lot of information related

to fashion has been implicitly integrated into an image

on one sheet, thereby having come to be known as

the fashion photo. It can be said that fashion photo is

a place of convergence and creation that visualizes an

unrealistic world, along with many components avail-

able for visualizing it with techniques such as inspi-

ration, background, lighting, and clothing immanent

in the photographer's imagery. The significance of a

model in a fashion photo is especially important. A

model in a fashion photo not only plays a role as a

medium for visualizing aesthetic ideas in the abstract
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form that a fashion designer or a photographer aims

to pursue by forming a fluid image with the body, but

also gives vividness to a static fashion photo. Thus,

the recognition about influence and importance of mo-

del pose is being broadly expanded (Kim et al., 2014).

Examining recent advanced research related to this

study, diverse studies individually analyzing fashion

photos or fashion models have been performed. Res-

earch performed in connection with fashion photos and

fashion models has analyzed images of models shown

in perfume and cosmetics commercial photography (An

& Kuh, 2004; Kwon, 2003), male models shown in

fashion magazine (Kim & Kwak, 2012; Kim, 2006;

Yun, 2010), body trends in models shown in fashion

magazines (Lee & Yim, 2012), and the influence of fe-

male commercial models in fashion magazines upon

female college students' self-esteem (Lee, 2011).

In this context, diverse research related to fashion

photos and models has been carried out. Mainstream

researches were formed by analyzing specific images

that models express in fashion photos from an aes-

thetic perspective, or an observer's psychological infl-

uence on a model in a fashion photo. Accordingly, it

is necessary to study for research that clarifies the

correlation between expression type and costume in

model poses shown in fashion magazines and ana-

lyzes expression characteristics in a pose.

The purpose of this study is to synthetically con-

sider the correlation between several types of pose in

fashion model and clothes through analyzing model

poses shown in fashion photos of the works on Pat-

rick Demarchelier, and to examine expression char-

acteristics in model pose. Based on this, there is sig-

nificance not only in providing educational data on

poses and fashion photos to younger students desir-

ing to be fashion models or fashion photographers,

but also in offering basic data as inspiration for origi-

native and differentiated poses for effective fashion

photos to models or fashion photographers who are

active in the field.

The research method of this study is to combine the-

oretical research focusing on prior research on fashion

photos, Patrick Demarchelier and model poses rela-

ted on academic journals, internet research, special-

ized books and quantitative and qualitative research

of model poses based on the collected image data.

The scope of research was primarily collected a

total of 484 fashion photos from published books on

the basis of Patrick Demarchelier's pictorials and the

related web-site of photographer (www.demarchelier.

net). Secondarily, researchers selected 146 photos by

setting a limit on showing a solo female model's whole

body. To categorize the collected data by objective

type and analyze expression characteristics and the

verification was carried out by forming an expert

group focusing on 10 female models who are active

as fashion models in the present and have careers of

over 10 years. Based on this, model poses were cate-

gorized by each type, quantitative analysis conducted,

and representative 25 photos selected, having reached

agreement that they consider as a suitable types of po-

ses in photo materials for case analysis.

II. Theoretical Background

1. Fashion Photography and Fashion Model

According to the photo terminology dictionary, fa-

shion photography is defined “as terminology of des-

ignating a photo introducing clothes by using a mo-

del. Even a photo having been shot by using a model

for introducing a series of items related to fashion

like make-up, hair style, and accessory as well as clo-

thes is regarded as a kind of fashion photography”

(You & Park, 1996, p. 327).

Considering diverse preceding research related to

fashion photos, Nam (1998) mentioned that fashion

photographs play a role of effectively delivering ove-

rall information related to fashion trends in one era to

the public through images and that the photographer

needs to realize effective expressions that reflect the

symbols and characters being demanded by the period.

Choi and Woo (2007) suggested that the fashion photo

is one medium of delivering trends and an ideal type

in a particular time period and that this can lead to

discerning historical change and progress in society.

Also, Lim (1995) emphasized that the fashion photo

is information on fashion itself and can be considered
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to be one symbol of forming relational networks of a

diversity of social strata that are mutually different

by delivering many backgrounds represented in the

period.

In other words, it could be said that fashion photo

is a symbolic mark expressing information on trends,

which had overwhelmed in one era through image

and ultimately a way of delivering meaning by impli-

citly showing everything that can be experienced in

human relations. Also, the public can get the phases

of the times in society as well as trends through vi-

sual communication with a fashion photo. This can

proceed from characteristics of fashion, which stands

for social, political, economic and cultural properties.

The fashion photo essentially accompanies specific

fashion styles and presents an ideal world through

cooperation with experts in diverse fields such as the

art director, fashion designer, photographer, fashion

model, fashion stylist, hair & make-up artist, and ligh-

ting editor (Choi, 1996). In a fashion photo expressed

with one image by being integrated into diverse ele-

ments, a fashion model comes to play a role as a sen-

der of a substantial message delivered as a sociocul-

tural signifier of having cultivated the common mark

called fashion, reflecting a human being's overall life

phase (Ahn et al., 2010).

A fashion model is called a Mannequin in French

and implies “expert engaging in advertisement wear-

ing newly made dresses by fashion designers” (Lee &

Lee, 1997, p. 403). Winters and Goodman (1984) men-

tioned that a fashion model plays a role of effectively

delivering the image of fashion, which changes accor-

ding to the times, and suggesting the standard of a

beautiful body, and is a fashion communication medi-

um integrally presenting a meaning that the body re-

presents from sociocultural, aesthetic and artistic per-

spectives and a semiologic aspect. Craik (1994) defi-

ned a model as a way of wearing clothes based on

what makes the ideal body structure and asserted that

this method allows a human being's body to be formed

according to the standard of beauty, fashion, and tre-

nds.

To put it another way, It can be said that a fashion

model is one ideational existence of effectively repre-

senting fashion popular in the era through beauty and

movement being expressed in the ideal body. The

ideal body can be said to be always changed accord-

ing to the standard of beauty as time passes.

The beginning of fashion modeling can be found

in the achievements of Charles Frederick Worth who

is a founder of haute couture and promoter of the fa-

shion industry in a modern sense. Previously, the fa-

shion designers delivered information on their clothes

to customers as the public by utilizing a doll. Still, he

allowed customers to possibly discern beauty or the

sensation of wearing costumes even if not wearing the

clothes directly by employing a real person whose

body size was similar to the customers as part of a

sales strategy (Lee & Park, 2011). Entering the 20th

century, the role of fashion model has been devel-

oped by dividing it largely into the fields of fashion

show and fashion photo (Moris, 1996). A model in a

fashion show implies a model (Lee, 2001). Directly

showing a costume to the audience in a fashion show

based on stages like many collections and salon shows,

and department store shows. A model for a fashion pho-

to implies a model (Moris, 1996) who assumes vari-

ous poses with static postures in the printed media ba-

sed on images like those in catalogues, magazines, and

newspapers.

The role of model in fashion photos is to imple-

ment the ideal world of not existing in reality as a

person (Jung, 1999) but who plays an unrealistic role

existing in a photographer's imagination, and effec-

tively express internal meaning and formative charac-

teristics in the costume that the designer has created.

To do this, a fashion model needs to correctly recog-

nize photographers' shooting intention, demand, or co-

stume character, and promote diverse poses conform-

ing with this (Moris, 1996).

Virtually, model pose implies to implement the fig-

uration externally through motion or posture in each

part of the body. Han (2007) defined model pose as

body language. In other words, model pose can be said

to involve the symbolic purpose of implementing an

aesthetic idea in the abstract form that the fashion

designer, fashion brand, or photographer aims to pur-

sue with visual form (Park, 2003), and is character-

ized by the instrumental functionality of increasing

the aesthetic value by forming a harmonious whole
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with the costume through changing a body line.

Through the above considerations, a model can be

said to possess great influence in a fashion photo as a

static character and create colorful aesthetic images

by maximizing expressivity which the image aims to

point out through diverse movements in the body.

2. Fashion Photographer, ‘Patrick Demarche-

lier’

As for the photographer, who plays the most impor-

tant role in the works of fashion photos, Cho (2000)

mentioned “photographer is a cultured person with the

best understanding of the flow of the times because

of directly experiencing and creating fashion” (p. 30).

Lim (2006) suggested “photographer is an artist cre-

ating trends delivering a flow of the times” (p. 152). In

brief, the fashion photographer performs a role of re-

creating a photo by converging the outfitting in which

the trend in an era is reflected, and the artistry and

creativity immanent in the photographer's imagery.

This leads to the creation of a fashion photo available

for capturing people's eyes. The career of the fashion

photographer began with a fashion photo shoot by

Baron Adolphe de Meyer in U.S. Vogue magazine in

1913 (Newhall, 2003). In light of the characteristic of

fashion photos being expressed on the basis of the

printed media, the fashion magazine can be said to

have made the photographer professionally active by

providing a place for the fashion photo to appear.

Fashion photographers at the beginning period did

put value on depicting the detailed features of clothes

designed by fashion designers, but came to create fa-

shion photos in which their own unique styles are

immanent and reflect diverse art trends at the center

of the times, while developing their photography te-

chniques (Lim, 2006).

Fashion photographer ‘Patrick Demarchelier’ is a

representative photographer who produced leading fa-

shion photos in lifestyle trends together with Arthur

Elgort, Mike Teinhardt, and Uli Rose in the 1970s,

whose fashion photos show the coexistence of eroti-

cism and lifestyle trends (Cho, 2000). Patrick Demar-

chelier said that he himself gives greater significance

to photographers than artists and directly shows cos-

tume rather than hiding the need to shoot unattractive

costumes (Sischy & Demarchelier, 2011). This can

indirectly suggest an intangible meaning and idea of

natural and essential beauty expressed by costumes

through fashion photos, rather than depending on di-

verse effects.

Patrick Demarchelier, who was born in Paris, France

in 1943, entered the world of photography with a mi-

niature camera he received as a birthday gift when he

turned 17 years old, and began his career working with

Grace Coddington, a well-known creative director who

worked at British Vogue (“Patrick Demarchelier,” 2014).

He began a new life in New York in 1975 leaving the

reputation he had accumulated in France, and was

active as an exclusive photographer. His starting point

was collaboration work on the 12th anniversary of

Harper's Bazaar magazine in September 1992, and he

did shoots for international advertising campaigns for

diverse fashion brands in addition to cover-photo work

for the major fashion magazines. He accomplished va-

rious achievements as a fashion photographer and was

granted the Chevaliers of the Ordres Des Arts et des Le-

ttres in France in 2007 (“Patrick Demarchelier”, 2014).

III. Type of Model Poses in Patrick
Demarchelier's Fashion Photos

The model in fashion photos plays a role in imple-

menting the ideal world immanent in the spiritual rea-

soning space of the photographer or dress designer th-

rough diverse poses based on physical motion. More-

over, these postures can increase realism by giving a

sense of dynamic form while escaping from the static

property of a fashion photo.

This chapter aims to consider the type of model

poses focusing on Patrick Demarchelier's fashion

photos. As a result of analyzing the types of poses of

fashion models through the verification of the expert

group, an expression type of model poses, which was

shown in fashion photos, was elicited in 5 types of

representative expression-maximized type of upper

and lower body part, minimized type of upper and

lower body part, maximized type of upper body and

minimized type of lower body part, minimized type

of upper body and maximized type of lower body
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part, and basic type of upper and lower body part-by

extracting and combining key words available for ef-

fectively comprehending the type from the perspec-

tive of the limited space in a model's body and photo.

Also, we carried out a questionnaire survey on which

type of category the pose in each image was in, and

analyzed the data quantitatively. Qualitative analysis

was carried out by selecting 5 sheets of images repre-

senting each pose type. Using SPSS Ver.12.0, a stati-

stical analytical program, the reliability of the data

analysis resulted in a cronbach's alpha of 0.842.

Through the above statistics consideration, it can be

extracted to the analyzing criteria of this study as cate-

gorized characteristics of types in fashion modelling.

The criteria for types of model poses in Patrick De-

marchelier's fashion photos are shown in <Table 1>.

1. Maximized Type of Upper and Lower Body

Part

The maximized type of upper and lower body part

implies that even the space that the body possesses is

expanded in fashion photo images by creating a max-

imized pose through a model's movement in the upper

and lower body. The analysis result of quantitative

analysis of the maximized upper and lower body type

was indicated to be 17.1%.

Examining representative examples, the model <Fig.

1> is positioned so that the whole pose turns to the

left direction by utilizing a bold slit through lifting

the left leg and widely centering it on the right leg.

<Fig. 2> shows the background of the image of ‘Usain

Bolt’, who is the fastest athlete in the world. The mo-

del is expressing a dynamic pose as if sprinting by ex-

cessively moving both arms and both legs. Also, in

<Fig. 3> which was displayed in the 2010 W maga-

zine, a model wearing a Bohemian dress in which the

hippie sensitivity is immanent is assuming a pose bro-

adly utilizing space radially as for all the parts of the

body that a model can utilize such as the face, arms,

and legs by having the axis as the right leg. The mo-

del <Fig. 4> who wore an elegant halter-neck dress

in a strong colored pattern aroused mood as if descen-

ding from heaven to the ground through the pose of

balancing by spreading both arms widely to both sides,

holding the umbrella in the left hand, and extending

both legs from side to side. In the model <Fig. 5> who

is lying down wearing a broadly spread lilac dress

with colorful and voluminous by which the drape in

the costume covering a woman's body harmonizes with

the beauty of the curve in the body, while assuming a

pose of a mutually asymmetric form by making both

arms face the back of the head, stretching the right

leg straight, and opening the left leg to the outside.

In this way, the model pose for maximized type of

upper and lower body part evoked an image as if the

model actually moves by extending the body by spre-

ading the hands and arms laterally or upwardly along

with excessive movement in the joints, broadly spre-

ading both legs over the shoulder width, or making a

twisted motion in a contrary direction in human torso.

2. Minimized Type of Upper and Lower Body

Part

The minimized type of upper and lower body part

implies a reduction in the space that the body pos-

sesses in a fashion photo image by reducing the pose

through a model's motions in the upper and lower

body. The analysis result of the minimized upper and

lower body type was indicated to be 23.3% through

quantitative analysis.

Table 1. The criteria of types on model pose in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos

Classification Criteria of types on model pose

1 Maximized type of upper and lower body part

2 Minimized type of upper and lower body part

3 Maximized type of upper body and minimized types of lower body part

4 Minimized type of upper body and maximized types of lower body part

5 Basic type of upper and lower body part
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Examining representative examples, the model <Fig.

6> is assuming the pose of hunching over and raising

her right shoulder in the direction of own face and of

crossing both legs at the same time. A model <Fig. 7>

is assuming the pose of crossing both arms and both

legs in a condition of shrinking the upper body. A

model <Fig. 8> is assuming the pose of crossing the

legs by putting the right leg on the left leg and putting

the hand close to the lips by folding the right arm. A

model <Fig. 9>, who is wearing a slim mini one-piece

with a monotone pattern, is making it overlap by atta-

ching both legs mutually while gathering both arms

inwardly, sitting on a chair. A model <Fig. 10> has in-

wardly bent the left arm while simultaneously twist-

ing and raising the right shoulder on one side in order

to be close to the face, and is assuming the pose of

crossing both feet over each other.

In this aspect, the model pose for minimized type

of upper and lower body part is a pose assumed by

which a model's hand and arm or both legs are placed

inwardly more than the shoulder width, thereby fold-

ing, gathering, or crossing. The whole image of the

body being expressed in the image was minimized.

On the other hand, a charming and sensual image is

formed by highlighting the exposure of a woman's

breast, shoulder, and leg.

Fig. 1. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Brazil Vogue,

July 2011. (2011).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 2. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Vogue,

June 2012. (2012).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 3. W magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From W,

December 2010.

(2010).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 4. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Vogue,

November 2010.

(2010a). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 5. Marchesa

perfume photo

by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Marchesa,

2013. (2013).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 6. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From British Vogue,

March 2009. (2009).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 7. Dior haute

couture

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 172.

Fig. 8. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From China Vogue,

January 2011.

(2011). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 9. Vogue

magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From British Vogue,

August 2012.

(2012). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 10. Dior haute

couture

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 37.
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3. Maximized Type of Upper Body and Mini-

mized Type of Lower Body Part

Maximized type of upper body and minimized type

of lower body part implies that the space being pos-

sessed by the body in a fashion photo is extended up-

wardly and reduced downwardly asymmetrically by

extending the movement in a model's upper body and

reducing the movement in the lower body. The anal-

ysis result of the maximized upper body and mini-

mized lower body type was indicated to be 39.7% th-

rough quantitative analysis.

Examining representative examples, the model <Fig.

11> is assuming the pose of reducing the lower body

by crossing it over the right knee with a slight bend-

ing of the knee of the left leg and having both arms

hold the sculpture in both hands by stretching to both

sides in the same position as the shoulder line. The

model <Fig. 12> is assuming the pose of crossing both

feet and both knees in a condition of slightly twisting

the pelvis and the butt to the right side along with

performance as if pulling a line connected to a hat to

the right side by utilizing both hands. <Fig. 13>−<Fig.

14> is a pose that produces an extended silhouette in

the upper body by crossing or gathering both legs,

bending both arms, and putting the hand on the pel-

vis. <Fig. 13> showed a trickery effect creating an

optical illusion of a common silhouette in the blouse

and trousers by naturally combining the pose in the

body and the structural form in the costume. The

model pose <Fig. 14> was emphasized by naturally

exposing the layered skirt. Providing a different con-

text, the model <Fig. 15> aroused the effect of high-

lighting the ruffle or the colorful pattern in the slee-

ves or skirt by assuming the pose in the form of lightly

holding it with both hands by opening both arms in

line with the full skirt width.

As the above, the model pose for maximized type

of upper body and minimized type of lower body

part can be said to show the structure in unbalanced

body similar to the inverted triangular shape by sprea-

ding the hands and arms laterally or upwardly along

with excessive movement in joints and crossing or

gathering both legs.

4. Minimized Type of Upper Body and Maxi-

mized Type of Lower Body Part

Minimized type of upper body and maximized ty-

pe of lower body part implies a reduction asymmetri-

cally and upwardly and an extension downwardly in

the space being possessed by the body in a fashion

photo by reducing movement in the upper body and

extending movement in the lower body of a model.

The analysis result of the minimized upper body and

maximized lower body type was indicated to be 10.3%

through quantitative analysis.

Examining representative examples, the model <Fig.

16> evoked the effect of showing to advantage in sil-

houette of rolling down the body and the fringe detail

Fig. 11. Dior haute

couture photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011). p. 43.

Fig. 12. W magazine

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From W, July 2011.

(2011). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 13. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Russia Vogue,

May 2011. (2011). http://

www.demarchelier.com

Fig. 14. Vogue 

magazine photo by 

Patrick Demarchelier.

From French Vogue, June/

July 2008. (2008a). http://

www.demarchelier.com

Fig. 15. Dior haute

couture photo by 

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011). p. 193.
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of being glittered by gathering and crossing the arms

in the upper body and raising the left leg backwards

along with the up movement in the right leg while

wearing toe shoes. The model <Fig. 17> hid the arm

on the opposite side backwards simultaneously by

lowering one-side of the arm to the front of the thigh,

and effectively and elegantly formed the silhouette as

if silk flows in general by lifting the right leg up to

the position of the pelvis by bending the knee and by

stretching the left leg straight inversely. The pose <Fig.

18> forms a stable structure by harmonizing the mo-

vement of the colorful fringe detail decorated on the

sleeves and the rainbow color of the costume by spre-

ading the two legs more broadly than the shoulder

width while attaching both arms to the breast line.

Also, the model <Fig. 19> extended the skirt in the

light pink color into full pleats by broadly opening

the right leg and naturally lowering both arms while

sitting on the back of a chair. The model <Fig. 20>,

who wore a sporty halter-neck dress with bold stripes

in yellow and white, was naturally exposing the body

by naturally putting the upper body and arms beside

the pelvis and bending one-side leg through spread-

ing one-side leg in the lower body more broadly than

the shoulder width.

In this aspect, the model pose for minimized type

of upper body and maximized type of lower body

part can be said to form a stable structure naturally

having a triangular shape by putting the hand and

arm more inwardly than the shoulder width through

the movement in joints and by opening both legs

more broadly than the shoulder width.

5. Basic Type of Upper and Lower Body Part

The basic type of upper and lower body part shows

a pose in which the model assumes an immovable

posture without motion in a straight linear form. The

analysis result of the basic upper and lower body type

was shown to be 9.6% through quantitative analysis.

Examining representative examples, the pose <Fig.

21> assumes an immovable posture without motion

as if being at attention, and showed the effect of being

more striking in the harmony between a minimal one-

piece in yellow tone and the bold decoration in the hem

of the sleeves and skirt. A model <Fig. 22> is show-

ing a dark and static image along with black clothing

that is striking in bold pleats by taking the pose of

naturally lowering both arms in line with the waist

line of the blouse and by gathering both legs with a

little narrower width than the shoulder. The model

<Fig. 23> is taking the pose of comfortably gathering

both legs while evenly putting both arms beside the

waistline. Like the model <Fig. 24> wore an avant-

garde costume that is combined by skirt made of plain

gauze and fur-material decoration and assumed an

immobile pose contrary to the urban background of

experiencing diverse movements and changes, thereby

Fig. 16. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Russia Vogue,

September 2011.

(2011a). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 17. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Russia Vogue,

September 2011.

(2011b). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 18. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Brazil Vogue,

July 2012. (2012).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 19. Dior haute

couture photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 125.

Fig. 20. H&M

photo by Patrick

Demarchelier.

From H&M, 2011.

(2011).

http://www.

demarchelier.com
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arousing a different feeling as if having come from

another world. The model <Fig. 25> assumes the im-

mobile posture of stretching the body straight in gen-

eral, thereby producing a mysterious image as if being

assimilated with nature by being harmonized with

the costume in a tight form with the striking colorful

feather hair decoration and leaf decoration.

In other words, the model pose for basic type of

upper and lower body part is the pose with the sma-

llest movement in the body and can be said to be the

basic the pose of putting the arm comfortably beside

the pelvis and gazing in front with a straight stretched

leg inside the shoulder width.

Through examining the analysis of representative ty-

pes of examples, it demonstrates that the diverse types

of model poses in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion pho-

tos function as one element conducive to costume cha-

racter or image construct by assuming poses of exten-

sion, reduction, and immobility through body move-

ment. The types of model poses in Patrick Demarch-

elier's fashion photos are shown in <Table 2>.

IV. Correlation of Clothes and
Model Pose in Patrick Demarchelier's

Fashion Photos

The fashion model that was exposed to fashion pho-

tos in diverse forms poses through a partial change in

body movement in the limited space, thereby imple-

menting a newly external structure amid the comple-

mentary relationship with the formative characteris-

tics of the clothing design.

This chapter analyzed the correlation between the

pose and costume in models shown in Patrick Demar-

Fig. 21. Dior haute

couture photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 226.

Fig. 22. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From French Vogue,

June/July 2008.

(2008b). http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 23. Vogue

magazine photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Vogue, November

2010. (2010b).

http://www.

demarchelier.com

Fig. 24. Dior haute

couture photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 91.

Fig. 25. Dior haute

couture photo by

Patrick Demarchelier.

From Sischy and

Demarchelier.

(2011).

p. 76.

Table 2. Type of model pose in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos                      (N=146)

Criteria of type on model pose Percentage Characteristics

Maximized type of upper and

lower body part
17.1%

Pose assumed by spreading hands and arms laterally or upwardly or

by opening both legs more broadly than shoulder width

Minimized type of upper and

lower body part
23.3%

Pose of gathering and crossing hands and arms, or

both legs more inward than shoulder width

Maximized type of upper body and

minimized type of lower body part
39.7%

Pose of spreading hands and arms laterally or upwardly and of putting

and gathering both legs more inward than shoulder width

Minimized type of upper body and

maximized type of lower body part
10.3%

Pose of placing, gathering, and crossing hands and arms more inwardly than the 

shoulder width, or by opening both legs more broadly than shoulder width

Basic type of upper and

lower body part
9.6%

Pose of excluding body movement by maintaining attention through a straight 

stretched leg to the shoulder width, placing the arm comfortably beside the pelvis
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chelier's fashion photos. They are as follows.

First, in the pose for the maximized upper and lo-

wer body type, the clothing style shows the decora-

tive elements like fringes and ruffles or patterns add-

ing colourful and diversified designs, or to involve a

silhouette formed by full-flowing drapery. As a typi-

cal example, the effect of highlighting a colorful eth-

nic pattern expressed in the broad sleeves is being evo-

ked in <Fig. 11>. Movement was given to the fringe

attached to the blouse or skirt hem in the clothing

style in <Fig. 3>, <Fig. 16>. Also, fullness is added to

clothes by adding drapery as in <Fig. 1>−<Fig. 2>,

<Fig. 5>. It can be concluded that the structural ex-

pansion of the body enlarged the space between the

body and clothes, thereby having visually noting the

various design-based elements that were naturally ex-

panded as a form of the clothes and integrated into

the surface of clothes.

Second, in the pose for minimized upper and lo-

wer body type, the clothing style mostly had a mini-

mal and simple silhouette and extended silhouette in

the structural form, and tended to expose many parts

of the body. Also, brilliant colors in pastel tones were

mainly used. The pattern through the contrast of col-

ors formed the mainstream. As a typical example, it

can be said to form a simple form in one-piece with-

out decorative elements in the short dress length as

<Fig. 6>, <Fig. 8> or inversely a stable structure in the

costume structure or extended silhouette as in <Fig.

13>−<Fig. 14>. This can be said to play a role of de-

livering a clearly formative beauty in the costume by

which the costume highlights external lines of the co-

stume by being combined with a woman's body-based

silhouette or inducing disembodiment.

Third, in the pose without movement of the upper

or lower body type, the costume in colorful form was

expressed without being limited to a form in the spe-

cific clothing style. This can be said to have a form of

emphasizing the costume by supplementing the lack

of effect expressed through body movement while in-

tegrating other external elements such as a photo back-

ground in <Fig. 23>, <Fig. 25> or lighting in <Fig.

21>, <Fig. 24> while it is divided from the organic

correlation between body movement and clothing

style.

In aspects of the model pose which is presented in

fashion photos, can be analyzed to indicate similar and

different aspects simultaneously while playing an an-

cillary role for effectively expressing a characteristic

that the costume aims to express. It is also stated the

correlation of clothes and model pose in Patrick De-

marchelier's fashion photos is shown in <Table 3>.

V. Expression Characteristics of
Model Pose in Patrick Demarchelier's

Fashion Photos

Model pose in a fashion photo can be said to per-

form the symbolic role of allowing people to more

easily understand the immanent meaning of being

cultivated by fashion photos, while simultaneously

making it available to more easily implement the fa-

shion photographer's spiritual world or the originative

and creative image to which a fashion brand aims to

Table 3. Correlation of clothes and model pose in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos

Model pose  Design elements of clothes Correlation of clothes and model pose

Model pose 

included in maxi-

mized movement

Silhouette formed with voluminous drapery The structural expansion in the body enlarges the space

between the body and clothes as a naturally extended form

of clothes and visually emphasized diverse design-based

elements having been integrated into the surface of the clothes.

Decoration of fringe and ruffle

Pattern of colorful and diversified designs

Model pose 

included in mini-

mized movement

Minimal and simple silhouette or

extended silhouette in structural form The clear formative beauty of clothes is created when clothes

highlight the external line of clothes by being combined with

a woman's body-based silhouette or inducing disembodiment.
Brilliant color in pastel tone

Pattern through contrast of colors

Model pose

without any

movement

Clothes in a diversified form

It is a form that emphasizes clothes by supplementing

the lack of effect shown through body movement while

integrating other external elements
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point. Owing to this, the importance of model pose in

modern fashion as well as fashion photos is expend-

ing.

Through a case consideration of Patrick Demarch-

elier's fashion photos, the expression characteristics

in model poses can be said to, first, show sensuality.

Lee and Chun (2004) defined sensuality as a charac-

teristic accompanying a human being's instinctive and

sensuous parts by which the beauty of a woman's

curve is expressed in the appearance of the body in

the visual form. Kim (2007) mentioned that it is a de-

sire that a human being feels instinctively according

to a symbol of making it available for reaching a phy-

sically sexual desire, and is the objective aspect of sex

immanent even in diverse sociocultural environments.

In other words, sensuality is shown through all the ac-

tions aiming to externalize sexual attraction through

optional exposure, cover-up or emphasis of a human

body. This can be said not only to draw natural and in-

stinctive sexual desire immanent in a human being's

unconscious, but also to make it available for experi-

encing the world of sexual imagination by experienc-

ing unconsciously amidst the environment that a hu-

man being lives in. The sensuality of model pose in

Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos naturally expo-

sed the body owing to the formative characteristic of

costume as <Fig. 6>, <Fig. 9>. It was replaced with

the image that emphasized the feminine sensuality of

an accompanying erotic atmosphere by highlighting a

woman's body regions through making a woman's bre-

ast full or crossing the legs as in <Fig. 9>, <Fig. 8>

or <Fig. 10>, <Fig. 20>.

Secondly, the characteristic of dynamicity was indi-

cated. Keps (1944/1983) mentioned that dynamicity

is the psychological energy of emitting in any object

or form a sense of tension or motion shown amid the

complex interaction of numerous factors, which form

the surrounding environment of a human being. Arn-

heim (1954/2010) regarded dynamicity as not only

moving objects but also static objects progressing as

implicit motion in order to maintain balance of force,

and as what is formed by a flow of time and the struc-

ture of space. That is today, even energy immanent in

immovable form in the extension of experiential sight

is included in the category of dynamicity, as well as

being visually perceived through the movement of vi-

sual elements making a form. The dynamicity of the

model pose in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos

is expressed primarily through expansion of the body.

It can be said to have aroused the effect of an observer

feeling as if one is directly living and moving through

an image, by excessively moving hands and legs as in

<Fig. 2>−<Fig. 4> or highlighting the rhythmic asp-

ect in the body through twisting the waist or trunk as

in <Fig. 12>, <Fig. 16>.

Third, a characteristic of simplicity was shown. Con-

stantin Brancusi, who is a pioneer in modern abstract

sculpture, mentioned that art is naturally created (Read,

1964/1998) in the form of accompanying simplicity

when aiming to approach the true essence or spirit of

an object. Also, Sober (1975), who is a Gestalt psycho-

logist, mentioned that simplicity of a form can allow

the observer to possibly recognize image more easily

and can be expected to affect remembering the resid-

ual image for a long time. In this way, simplicity can

be said to have a meaning as a means of making it

available for possibly approaching essential and fun-

damental value immanent in a form by forming exter-

nal briefness through minimizing expression. The sim-

plicity of the model pose in Patrick Demarchelier's

fashion photos can be said to be shown in the pose

for basic upper and lower body type and can be said

to evoke the effect of paying attention to other ele-

ments of costume or background rather than then

image of being expressed in the body of a model by

excluding body movement.

To sum up briefly, the expression characteristics of

the model poses in Patrick Demarchelier's fashion

photos are as presented in <Table 4>.

VI. Conclusions

Fashion photos in the present are being newly rec-

ognized as one world available for implementing ori-

ginative and creative images to which the fashion pho-

tographer and fashion brand aim to convey. A variety

of model poses are leading to the discovery of new

recognition and value of fashion photos that have a

deep correlation with costume. This study considered

expression characteristics in addition to the correlation
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between type and costume in model poses shown in

Patrick Demarchelier's fashion photos. The conclu-

sions of the study are as follows.

The type of model poses in Patrick Demarchelier's

fashion photos can be categorized into five types:

maximized type of upper and lower body part, mini-

mized type of upper and lower body part, maximized

type of upper body and minimized type of lower

body part, minimized type of upper body and maxi-

mized type of lower body part, basic type of upper

and lower body part.

In case of having examined the correlation between

model pose and clothes focusing on Patrick Demar-

chelier's fashion photos, the clothes in the model pose

included the expansion of the body involving the sil-

houette and adding decorative elements or colorful pa-

tterns or forming full drapery. The clothes in the mo-

del pose included a reduction in the body silhouette

in simple or structural form or tended to expose many

parts of the body. Also, when assuming the model pose

without body movement, the costume was expressed

with a diversified form.

Through this case consideration, the expression cha-

racteristics of the model poses in Patrick Demarche-

lier's fashion photos, first, include sensuality. Sensu-

ality is what is shown through all the actions of aiming

to externalize sexual attraction through optional expo-

sure, cover-up or emphasis of a human body, and ex-

pressed feminine sensuality accompanying erotic mood

by naturally emphasizing a woman's breast or leg thr-

ough reducing the body. Second is dynamicity. Dyna-

micity is what is expressed in energy immanent in im-

movable form through the extension of experiential

sight by being visually perceived through movement

of visual elements of making a form, and can be said

to have given vividness as if directly living and mov-

ing by highlighting the rhythmic aspect in the body.

Third is simplicity. Simplicity is a means of making

available or possibly approaching essential and fund-

amental values immanent in a form by forming exter-

nal briefness through minimizing expression, and can

be said to evoke the effect of drawing attention to cos-

tume or other incidental elements rather than the image

being expressed in the body of a model by excluding

body movement.

As examined in the above, the diverse directions in

the model poses shown in fashion photos can be said

to create images of new fashion by being combined

with the colorful formative beauty immanent in cos-

tume design, and can be further said to show eternal

possibility of model pose by attempting and imple-

menting a model pose sensationally and originatively.

This study had limitations in analyzing model poses

among diverse elements shown in fashion photos due

to being limited to specific photographer' fashion pho-

tos. Future follow-up research is desired to be perfor-

med such as in-depth follow-up research on model

poses shown in fashion shows as well as research on

the background used in the production of fashion

photos, or on the relationship between diverse fashion

photographers' intention and model poses.
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